Whole-exome sequencing reveals recurrent somatic mutation networks in cancer.
The second-generation sequencing technologies have been extensively used to reveal the mechanism of tumorigenesis and find critical genes in cancer progression that can be potential targets of clinic treatment. Exome is a part of genome formed by exons which are the protein-coding portions of genes. The whole-exome sequencing information can reflect the mutations of the protein-coding region in the genome and depict the causal relationship between the mutations and phenotypes. Now, many network-based methods have been developed to identify cancer driver modules or pathways, which not only provide new insights into molecular mechanism of disease progression at network level but also can avoid low coverage or lowly recurrent on disease samples in contrast to individual driver genes. In this review, we focus on the recent advances on network-based methods for identifying cancer driver modules or pathways, including methods of whole-exome sequencing, somatic mutation detection, driver mutation identification, and mutation network reconstruction.